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QUICK START
1. Unpacking Your box: Drag the R&R Holodeck (Boxed) object from your inventory to the ground. Right
click it and choose “Open” from the pie menu. Wait a moment for the box to load its contents. Then click
the “Copy To Inventory” button. A new folder will appear in your inventory with the same name as the box
that you just opened, and it will contain all of your Holodeck components. Now right click the box once
more and “Delete” it. Please note that “Holodeck Bases” are NO COPY items. So please keep good
track of your “Holodeck Bases”. If you delete one, it’s not recoverable.

2. Rez A Holodeck Base: Locate your new R&R Holodeck folder in your inventory. Find the “Holodeck
Base” that came with your package and drag it from your inventory folder to the ground. It will give you
some important information in local chat when you rez it, so be sure to read it. Sit on the base, and move
it to the center of your parcel. Right click the base and choose “Edit”, select the “Object” tab and find the
“Position (meters)” coordinates. Highlight the numbers in the Z coordinate box, punch in a number up to
4000 and hit enter. This will take you and your “Holodeck Base” up to that altitude in meters. Holodecks
are best placed in the sky with few other objects around. This will allow your scenes to rez quickly.
DON’T stand up yet, or you’ll fall.

3. Rez Holodeck Walls: Left click your base, the base menu will popup. Be sure you know the size of your
land, and choose a wall size that won’t exceed the boundaries of your parcel. Clicking any button on this
menu will rez 7 prims, consisting of 4 outside walls, a top, a bottom, and a transparent platform that sits
level with the base. This transparent platform extends all the way out to the outer walls. You can stand
up now.

4. Rez A Controller: In your inventory, find the “Holodeck Controller” that came with your package. Drag it
from your inventory folder to the top of the “Holodeck Base”. Center its position with the base and raise it
about 3 meters higher than the base. If the controller is placed too low, it may collide with other objects
that you may rez from the base later, such as the Fire Pit or Fire Circle. Read the instruction thumbnail on
the center panel of the controller to get a quick idea of what the buttons do, then left click the center panel
and it will set a Holodeck scene on your walls. Welcome to a virtual world inside a virtual world!

5. We highly recommend that you read this entire manual in order to get the most out of your new Reich &
Rexen Holodeck System. Happy Holodecking!!!

IMPORTANT NOTES
1. Protect Your Holodeck Bases: The “Holodeck Base” is the only item in our package that is NOT full
copy. If you accidentally delete it, it’s gone! So be very careful with all bases. The base’s function is to
rez holodeck walls and accessories.

2. Holodeck Base MUST Stay In Place: The base is the heart of this system. Any walls or accessories
you rez from the base menu are DEPENDENT on the base to remain rezzed. If you rez walls and
accessories from the base, and then remove the base, those walls and accessories will self-delete within
a few minutes. All objects rezzed from a base must remain within 20 meters of that base, or they selfdelete. All “Holodeck Controllers” must remain within 20 meters of a base, or they self-delete. None of
the objects that self-delete are ever really lost, they are all FULL COPY and can be rezzed again any time
you choose.

3. Know Your Land Boundaries: When you rez walls from the base, the 6 outer prims, rez as one object.
Since parcel boundaries only work based on an object’s center, it is very easy for you to rez a set of
Holodeck walls that sit far beyond the borders of your parcel. It is up to each Holodeck owner to be
courteous to their neighbors and not rez Holodeck walls that exceed parcel boundaries.

HOLODECK COMPONENTS

HOLODECK BASES
NO-COPY/NO-MOD/NO-TRANS
1. Holodeck Standard Base: The red “Holodeck Base”, pictured top left, is the “Standard Holodeck Base”.
It rezzes Holodeck wall sizes from 20x20x20 thru 100x100x100 in 10 meter increments.
2. Holodeck Full SIM Base: The blue “Holodeck Base”, pictured top right, is the “Full SIM Holodeck Base”.
It rezzes Holodeck wall sizes from 120x120x120 thru 512x512x512 in 20 meter increments. The “Full SIM
Holodeck Base” also includes the “512x512x512 Super Cylinder”, and the large “Conference Room”
seating option.
3. Holodeck Base Accessories: The “Holodeck Base” has many functions beyond rezzing the holodeck
walls. All “Holodeck Base Accessories” must remain within 20 meters of the base of they will self-delete.
a. R&R Smart Floors: A full set of “R&R Smart Floors” come in every base. Rez a Smart Floor
from the base menu in any size you wish, then left click the Smart Floor to choose from 132 floor
textures inside the convenient Smart Floor menu. Don’t miss the “Options” button in the menu.
You can change the shape of your Smart Floors from square to round.
b. R&R Skybox: When you rez a skybox from the base menu, it will appear around you. You can
use the TP balls to teleport up to the roof and back down inside it. The “R&R Skybox” creates a
different perspective inside the holodeck, especially if you are viewing the “Air” scenes. Each
skybox comes with its own Smart Floor. Click the skybox windows for “Window Control Menu”.
c.

Seating Options: There are 3 different seating options inside each base. The standard base
contains a Fire Pit (54 Prims), Fire Circle (20 Prims), and Spheres (9 Prims). These are all
packed with nice sit animations for you and your friends to enjoy hours of comfortable holodeck
viewing. The Fire Pit has a large selection of couple’s poses. Simply left click the “Touch” pillow
on the Fire Pit to access the couple’s animation menu. The full SIM base has a large “Conference
Room” (105 Prims) seating option in place of the “Spheres”. It’s perfect for meetings of any kind,
and comes with a built in chat repeater system that allows your entire audience to read local chat
text coming from avatars within 20 meters of the 7 panel seats. The large size of the conference
room puts your audience outside of local chat range, the repeater helps you avoid shouting.

HOLODECK BASE MENU
Please read carefully the in-world menu instructions above each set of menu buttons!!!
1. Walls Button: Opens a submenu of holodeck wall sizes to choose from. Click any button to rez
holodeck walls that are exactly centered with the base. The “Kill Walls” button will delete the holodeck
walls that are currently rezzed. Note: Only one set of holodeck walls can be rezzed at a time. If you rez a
new wall set, the currently rezzed wall set will self-delete. Each set of holodeck walls is 7 prims. One 6
prim object that is the wall set, and another 1 prim object that is the transparent platform that extends to
the holodeck walls on all sides and sits level with the “Holodeck Base”. If you move any holodeck wall set
or the transparent platform more than 20 meters from the “Holodeck Base”, these objects will self-delete.
2. Floors Button: Opens a submenu of “R&R Smart Floor” sizes to choose from. Click any button to rez a
Smart Floor that is exactly centered with the base. These Smart Floor accessories enable you to have a
nice platform to “build on” inside your holodeck. Left click any Smart Floor and use the menu to choose
from 132 floor textures and many other Smart Floor functions. The “Kill Floors” button will delete the
Smart Floor that is currently rezzed. Note: Only one Smart Floor can be rezzed at a time. If you rez a
new Smart Floor, the currently rezzed Smart Floor will self-delete. Each Smart Floor is 1 prim. If you
move a Smart Floor more than 20 meters from the “Holodeck Base”, the Smart Floor will self-delete.
3. Skybox Button: Opens a submenu with 2 buttons. Their functions are obvious.
4. Seating Button: Opens a submenu of rezzable seating objects to choose from. These objects are
described in detail (above). The “Kill Seats” button will delete the seating object that is currently rezzed.
Note: Only one seating object can be rezzed at a time. If you rez a new seating object, the currently
rezzed seating object will self-delete. If you move a seating object more than 20 meters from the
“Holodeck Base”, the seating object will self-delete.
5. Base Button: Opens a submenu with base transparency options. Choose “Transparent” to make the
base completely transparent. Note: Anytime that you cannot locate a transparent object in SL, key CTLALT-T on your keyboard, and all transparent objects will become visible and appear red.
6. Help Button: Delivers a copy of the notecard “-R&R-HOLODECK-INSTRUCTIONS-“.
7. Reset Button: Resets the scripts in the “Holodeck Base” and deletes all objects rezzed from the base.
8. Sell A Copy Button: Rezzes an “R&R-HOLODECK-AFFILIATE-VENDOR”. See (below) for more info.
9. Permissions Button: Opens a submenu of permissions options. Only OWNER can set permissions.
a. Owner – Only the owner of the “Holodeck Base” can use the base menu. – DEFAULT
b. Group – The “Holodeck Base” must be set to a specific group for this to work. Only users in the
same group, with the group tag active, can use the base menu. To set the base to a specific
group, right click the base, and choose the “General” tab. Click the “Set” button to the right of
“Group”, and choose the appropriate group from the popup menu.
c. All – Anyone can use the base menu options, except for “Reset” and “Sell A Copy”.

HOLODECK CONTROLLER & HUD
COPY/NO-MOD/NO-TRANS

Next Scene Button: Advances the Controller/HUD thumbnail to the next scene.

Next Scene Button x10: Advances the Controller/HUD thumbnail 10 scenes forward.

Previous Scene Button: Advances the Controller/HUD thumbnail to the previous scene.

Previous Scene Button x10: Advances the Controller/HUD thumbnail 10 scenes backward.

Hide Controller/HUD Button: Hides the Controller/HUD.

HUD Help Button: Delivers a copy of the notecard“-R&R-HOLODECK-INSTRUCTIONS-“.

Controller Sell A Copy Button: Rezzes an “R&R-HOLODECK-AFFILIATE-VENDOR”.

Dual Controller/HUD A Scenes Button: Click to switch Dual Controller/HUD to B scenes.

Dual Controller/HUD B Scenes Button: Click to switch Dual Controller/HUD to A scenes.

Menu Button: Opens the Controller/HUD main menu.

Add Button: Adds the current thumbnail scene to the Controller/HUD favorites.

Favs Button: Opens the Controller/HUD favorites menu.

Edit Button: Opens the Controller/HUD edit menu.

Note: The HUD will not control a slideshow or rez an Affiliate/Reseller vendor.
(Wear) the HUD
(Rez) the Controller

CONTROLLER/HUD MAIN MENU
Please read carefully the in-world menu instructions above each set of menu buttons!!!
1. Space Button: Sets space scene on all inner walls. May the Force be with you, always!
2. Slide Show Button: Opens a submenu of slide show options. This submenu is only in the Controller.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sequential: Begins a slide show from the current scene, and continues forward incrementally.
Random Start: Begins a slide show from a random scene, and continues forward incrementally.
Full Random: Begins a slide show from a random scene, and continues a random sequence.
FavShow: Begins a slide show of your currently saved favorites.
Note: Choose the time interval between slide show scene changes on the next submenu.

3. Video Button: Sets the “R&R-HOLODECK-VIDEO-MEDIA-TEXTURE” on all inner walls.
Note: To view streaming video media on all inner walls of your R&R Holodeck, you must drag the
“R&R-HOLODECK-VIDEO-MEDIA-TEXTURE” from your inventory folder to the parcel media texture
box. Choose (About Land Æ Media Tab Æ Replace Texture).
4. Inner Walls Button: Opens a submenu of inner wall options.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Bright-On: Sets inner wall faces to “Full Bright”. They remain visible at night. – DEFAULT
Bright-Off: Sets inner wall faces to NOT “Full Bright”. They become dark at night.
Shine-Off: Sets inner wall faces to “No Shine”. – DEFAULT
Shine-Low: Sets inner wall faces to “Low Shine”.
Shine-Med: Sets inner wall faces to “Medium Shine”.
Shine-High: Sets inner wall faces to “High Shine”.
Note: You must have “bumpmapping and shiny” turned on in your custom graphics preferences
in order to see changes from the shine buttons.
g. 25% Trans: Sets inner wall faces 25% transparent.
h. 50% Trans: Sets inner wall faces 50% transparent”.
i. 75% Trans: Sets inner wall faces 75% transparent”.
j. Opaque: Sets inner wall faces 0% transparent”. – DEFAULT
k. Transparent: Sets inner wall faces 100% transparent”.
5. Outer Walls Button: Opens a submenu of outer wall texture options. (The outside of your holodeck)
6. Phantom Button: Opens a submenu of phantom options for walls and the transparent platform.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Phan Walls: Sets all walls to phantom. (You CAN fly thru all walls) – DEFAULT
Solid Walls: Sets all walls to NOT phantom. (You CANNOT fly thru any walls)
Phan Plat: Sets the transparent platform to phantom. (You CANNOT walk on the platform)
Solid Plat: Sets the trans platform to NOT phantom. (You CAN walk on the platform) – DEFAULT

7. Favorites Button: Opens a submenu of currently saved favorites. Click one to view a saved scene.
8. Edit Favs Button: Opens the “Edit Favs” submenu. Here you can add and delete up to 12 favorites per
menu.
9. Help Button: Delivers a copy of the notecard “-R&R-HOLODECK-INSTRUCTIONS-“.
10. Reset Button: Resets the Controller/HUD and deletes all saved favorites.
11. Sell A Copy Button: This feature has been disabled.
10. Permissions Button: Opens a submenu of permissions options. Only OWNER can set permissions.
a. Owner – Only the owner of the “Holodeck Controller” can use any controller options. – DEFAULT
b. Group – The “Holodeck Controller” must be set to a specific group for this to work. Only users in
the same group, with the group tag active, can use the controller options. To set the controller to
a specific group, right click the controller, and choose the “General” tab. Click the “Set” button to
the right of “Group”, and choose the appropriate group from the popup menu.
c. All – Anyone can use the all controller functions, except for “Reset” and “Sell A Copy”.

CONTROLLER SHOW BUTTON & MENU
Please read carefully the in-world menu instructions above each set of menu buttons!!!
1. Controller Show Button: This button becomes visible when you “hide” your “Holodeck Controller”.
Left click the controller show button and the controller will become visible again.
2. Hide The Show Button: Left click and HOLD the show button for 3 seconds. A menu will appear with
transparency options for the “Controller Show Button”. These options range from opaque (fully visible) to
transparent. Understand, if you make your “Controller Show Button” completely transparent, you can use
the chat commands below to make the entire controller visible again. Note: Anytime that you cannot
locate a transparent object in SL, key CTL-ALT-T on your keyboard, and all transparent objects will
become visible and appear red.
3. Chat Commands: Type these commands in local chat for the desired result.
a. /75hide – Hides the “Holodeck Controller”.
b. /75show – Makes the “Holodeck Controller” completely visible, and resets the “Controller Show
Button” to opaque.

CONTROLLER EDIT MENU
Please read carefully the in-world menu instructions above each set of menu buttons!!!
1. Inner Wall & Outer Wall Buttons: Open submenus of inner or outer wall options. Here you can set your
own images to any one or all inner or outer holodeck walls, except for the outer bottom wall face.
a. Before clicking the “Inner Wall” or “Outer Wall” buttons, go to your inventory and find a texture or
snapshot that has full permissions. Right click that texture or snapshot in your inventory and
choose “Copy Asset UUID”.

b. Paste this UUID number into the “local chat” input box using (CTL-V), but DON’T enter it yet.

c.

Click the “Edit” button on your “Holodeck Controller”. Choose either “Inner Walls” or “Outer
Walls” on the menu. Choose the specific wall you want to edit, or choose “ALL”. Click the “OK”
button. Put your cursor back in the “local chat” input box and hit enter. The controller will hear
the texture’s UUID in local chat, and set that texture to the wall or walls you chose.

2. Lock A Wall Button: Choose this option to lock or unlock any or all holodeck walls. When a wall is
locked, it will not be affected by scene changes. The locked wall will remain on the image that was set on
it when you locked it. This is useful if you are using your holodeck as a shop, you can lock your logo on
one wall face, use the slideshow, and the logo will remain while the other walls change automatically.

FAQ (FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS)
1. Do you offer free support for my recent holodeck purchase?
a. YES, provided you have already taken the time to read these instructions thoroughly.
We offer up to one hour of free tech and placement support.
b. Should you need further assistance, one of our knowledgeable associates will be happy to assist
you for a reasonable hourly rate. Please contact “Vander Reich” or RichSz Rexen” for support
information.
2. Why CAN’T I copy my “Holodeck Base”, and why do all walls and accessories self-delete if I take
my “Holodeck Base” back into inventory?
a. The “Holodeck Base” permissions are set to “NO-COPY/NO-MODIFY/TRANSFER”.
You CAN transfer your “Holodeck Base”, but only if you empty its contents first.
b. The “Holodeck Base” must remain in place for the walls and accessories to remain rezzed.
Removing or moving the “Holodeck Base” from its position by more than 20 meters will cause all
rezzed walls and accessories to automatically self-delete. This ensures that that only one set of
walls and accessories can be rezzed from any single “Holodeck Base”. If you want multiple
holodecks on your land, you’ll need to purchase multiple “Holodeck Bases”.
3. When my “Holodeck Base” is set to transparent, I sometimes end up standing on the edge, and
my camera view goes wonky, can that be fixed?
a. It is necessary for the “Holodeck Base” to be taller than the objects it rezzes, otherwise you would
not be able to click it when all rezzable objects are in place.
b. It is not reasonable to make the “Holodeck Base” phantom, because there would be nothing to
hold you up when you “Kill Walls”
c.

Therefore, NO, there is no workaround for this anomaly. Please just ask your guests to take a
stop off the edge of the transparent “Holodeck Base”.

4. I’ve set the permissions on my base or controller to group, but my friends still don’t have access.
Is there an obvious solution?
There are a few things to consider. Make sure all these things are in place and it will work
a. The “Holodeck Base” or “Holodeck Controller” must be set to the group you want to give
permissions. If YOU have the target group’s tag ACTIVE when you rez the base or controller,
then those objects will automatically be set to that group. The other option is detailed (above) in
the permissions part of the base and controller menu sections.
b. Your friends must have the same group tag active as the group that is currently set on the base
or controller.
5. How do I view transparent objects?
On your keyboard, select (CTL-ALT-T) All transparent objects will become visible and appear red.

HOLODECK BUYER’S GUIDE
1. Sorry, but we don't offer any refunds or exchanges on R&R Holodeck products. This is because
most of the items are copy able, but not transferrable, therefore there is no way to do a return of
your purchase.
2. IMPORTANT: WHEN USING THE "BUY AS GIFT" BUTTON, FOLLOW THE VENDOR'S LOCAL
CHAT INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY!!! After you click the “Buy As A Gift” button, and say the
intended recipients’ name in local chat, the vendor will CONFIRM that it has found the name you
spoke. If you don’t get a CONFIRMATION of the name you spoke, then try the “Buy As A Gift”
button again before you pay. Otherwise, you may end up buying the item for yourself.
3. All Reich & Rexen Holodecks are 8 prims, regardless of size. That includes the base, walls, and
platform.
4. All Reich & Rexen Holodeck Controllers are 22 prims. A fully rezzed holodeck with controller will
cost you a whole 30 prims on your parcel.
5. NOTE: YOU MUST HAVE A BASE AND A CONTROLLER FOR YOUR HOLODECK TO WORK!!!
6. "Holodeck Packages" come with base included. Holodeck "Scenes" are simply a controller and
HUD set, without a base. We recommend a "Holodeck Package" for your first purchase.
7. Once you buy one package, we recommend you purchase the other controllers separately, unless
you need multiple holodeck bases. ALL controllers you own will work will ALL bases that you
own.
8. Permissions: Controllers, HUDs, Walls & Accessories are COPY items.
“Holodeck Bases” are NO-COPY. One Base = One Holodeck.
9. Full SIM Owners – You can purchase “Full SIM Holodeck Bases” separately, or get one with the
purchase of a “Master Package”.

HOLODECK packages

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “MASTER PACKAGE” - L$20,000
¾

Over 800 Scenes - The Entire Set!

¾

6 Controller/HUD Sets – (Best Of – CGI – Nature – Urban – Water – Church)

¾

1 Standard Holodeck Base

¾

1 Full SIM Holodeck Base

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “BEST OF - PACKAGE” - L$10,000
¾

200 Best Scenes from ALL 18 categories!

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

1 Standard Holodeck Base

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “CGI-PACKAGE” - L$10,000
¾

100 CGI Scenes - Computer Generated Sci-fi/Fantasy

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

1 Standard Holodeck Base

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “NATURE-PACKAGE” - L$10,000
¾

200 Nature Scenes – Desert, Farm, Garden, Mountain, Sunset, Woodland

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

1 Standard Holodeck Base

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “URBAN-PACKAGE” - L$10,000
¾

200 Urban Scenes - Air, Auditorium, City, Night, Indoor, Landmark, Resort

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

1 Standard Holodeck Base

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “WATER-PACKAGE” - L$10,000
¾

200 Water Scenes – Beach, Harbor, Lake, Ocean, River

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

1 Standard Holodeck Base

HOLODECK controller/hud sets

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “CHURCH-CONTROLLER/HUD” - L$2,500
¾

33 Church Scenes

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

No Holodeck Bases Included In Controller/HUD Sets

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “BEST OF - CONTROLLER/HUD” - L$5,000
¾

200 Best Scenes from ALL 18 categories!

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

No Holodeck Bases Included In Controller/HUD Sets

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “CGI-CONTROLLER/HUD” - L$2,500
¾

100 CGI Scenes - Computer Generated Sci-fi/Fantasy

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

No Holodeck Bases Included In Controller/HUD Sets

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “NATURE- CONTROLLER/HUD” - L$5,000
¾

200 Nature Scenes – Desert, Farm, Garden, Mountain, Sunset, Woodland

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

No Holodeck Bases Included In Controller/HUD Sets

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “URBAN- CONTROLLER/HUD” - L$5,000
¾

200 Urban Scenes - Air, Auditorium, City, Night, Indoor, Landmark, Resort

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

No Holodeck Bases Included In Controller/HUD Sets

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “WATER- CONTROLLER/HUD” - L$5,000
¾

200 Water Scenes – Beach, Harbor, Lake, Ocean, River

¾

1 Controller/HUD Set

¾

No Holodeck Bases Included In Controller/HUD Sets

holodeck bases

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “STANDARD-BASE” - L$5,000
¾

Rezzes Holodeck Walls – 20x20x20 Thru 100x100x100

¾

Rezzes Holodeck Accessories (Smart Floors – Seating – Skybox).

¾

No Holodeck Controller/HUDs included with stand alone bases.

R&R-VR-HOLODECK “FULL-SIM-BASE” - L$8,000
¾

Rezzes Holodeck Walls – 120x120x120 Thru 512x512x512

¾

Rezzes Holodeck Accessories (Smart Floors – Conference Seating – Skybox).
No Holodeck Controller/HUDs included with stand alone bases.

VISIT OUR SALESFLOOR INWORLD

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Gallifrey/167/131/64

HAPPY
HOLODECKING!!!

